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The health & wellness field is absolutely booming - hundreds of thousands of practitioners, across all 

modalities are actively working to serve and support people’s health around the world. This is great!  
 
What’s not great is that most of them don’t address environmental toxins in their work with clients - an 

enormous oversight considering how intimately connected toxins are to most health struggles. This is 

something I’m here to change.  

 
I want to create an army of pioneers and leaders! An army of health practitioners who are truly fluent in all 

aspects of the environmental health world so they can comprehensively and holistically support their clients 

and patients and so they can differentiate themselves from the thousands of others who are missing this 

piece of the puzzle.  

Environmental Toxins touch every single health issue that people struggle with - from cancer and 

autoimmune diseases, to weight gain and asthma. Awareness is shifting. People are waking up, and are 

concerned. There is no better time than right now to expand your skill-set and grow your practice!  

If you are ready to become a prominent and sought-after wellness professional who is fully versed in this 

“final frontier” of the health conversation, keep reading....    



Dr. Kecia Gaither, double board-certified physician in OB/GYN and Maternal Fetal Medicine who holds a Masters' 

degree in Public Health recently wrote in an article about the toxic chemicals in nail polish and their potential 

impact on pregnant women:   

“For those health providers now faced with providing preconception counseling and/or 

prenatal diagnoses, the informational foundation has to be expanded.... providers need have 

some degree of working knowledge of environmental toxins and their effects on the maternal 

fetal dyad. 


But guess what? 


This is applicable to ALL medical providers, not just us dealing with mommies and babies -- 

to the cardiologist dealing with irregular heart beats, to the lung doctor dealing with chronic 

lung disease, and particularly to the cancer specialists dealing with some rare malignancy. 


Curriculum in medical schools, fellowships, and public health organizations will have to 

include epigenetics as a solid consideration in training those medical soldiers who are bidden 

to stamp out disease and pestilence and provide good patient care. 


Questions now have to be asked as to what is in the environment, what is the exposure, and 

how is this impacting the health -- reproductive and otherwise -- of the patient sitting in 

front of you."




EDUCATION & APPLICATION 

As important as information is, it will only take you so far. You must know how to USE what you know in a smart 

and strategic way to attract your ideal clients.  

 
This is why a large portion of this course is devoted to helping you build or grow your business.  

In a small group format, we’ll spend time talking about your business, whether you’re just getting started, or 

have an established practice and work through the best ways to leverage what you learn in this course together 

with what you already know.  
 
The small intimate group size means that not only will you get a lot of personal attention from me, you’ll also 

have built in accountability.  

In This Course, You’ll Expand Your Business Through:  

• Getting crystal clear about who you serve, and how to communicate in a language they are attracted to 

• Learning advanced business skills & strategies  

• Understanding how to create and develop offerings for your audience that integrate the full scope of your 

education 

• Having regular access to me to talk through program creation, marketing, networking, launching, or              

anything else!  

• Building and growing your professional network, and connecting with potential joint-venture partners



WE ARE LIVING IN AN EXTREMELY TOXIC ENVIRONMENT...  
IS THIS THE LEGACY WE WANT TO LEAVE FOR THE WORLD?

Graduates of this Environmental Health Certificate Course will be able to support their clients and community by 

becoming fluent, confident, and most importantly, credible when discussing environmental toxins, and will have 

a clear road map of how to create business offerings to support clients.  

My mission is to create a group of practitioners who will become leaders - not only in their own field or area of 

expertise, but in pushing the environmental health conversation forward, and ultimately transforming the world 

in which we live. This is no small feat, but together we can do it! 

The time for leadership in the environmental toxins conversation is NOW.  

Collectively we can move from fear, confusion and rampant sensationalism that strips this critically important 

subject of credibility to intelligent, practical, and level headed conversation. This will play a significant role in 

shifting the way consumers shop and think about their environment - ultimately shifting industry and policy - 

leading to a less toxic world. 



Deep insights into the historical, scientific, political and industry back-story of the environmental toxins 

conversation. Understanding this aspect creates a solid foundation of credibility upon which all the toxins-

specific information you share sits. Comprehension and fluency around how we ended up with toxic 

products on our shelves and broken chemical policy allows for a more informed conversation, full of the 

fact-based context your audience craves.  

A full 360˚ degree perspective of the toxins we’re exposed to in and around our homes - from light 

pollution in the bedroom, and radon in the basement, to benzene in your garage, and lead in your garden 

soil. This comprehensive exploration of sources and areas of exposure will allow you to offer the most 

thorough assessments when working to uncover the root of your client’s struggles.  

Extensive time spent in a small group format on the practical application of this content, within your 

specific business, and tailored to suit your niche. Information is only as good as your ability to use it - 

throughout this program, you’ll be supported in applying what you’re learning into your unique business 

in a way that speaks clearly to your ideal client. The small group format will allow for a tight community of 

like-minded health professionals to mastermind and collaborate together to collectively push their 

practices further than ever before.  

3 Cornerstones of The Program: 

1 

2

3 



16 CORE TEACHING CLASSES: The core teaching classes delve into the “macro” and “micro” side of the 

environmental health world providing both the historical context and foundations of the environmental 

health space, including government regulation, and research methodologies as well as a full 360 spin of 

the most common toxicants in and around the home:  

What’s Included: 

MACRO SUBJECTS:  

-Understanding the role of context 

-History of the US EPA & Toxic Substances Control Act 

-Tort Law / US Legal System 

-REACH policy in the EU / Differences between US & EU 
policy  

-Stockholm Convention & Safe Chemicals Act 

-Industry Front Groups with case studies 

-Principles & history of Toxicology / Understanding “dose 
makes the poison” arguments / Low dose exposures 

-Research Methodologies  

-Epigenetics  

-Review of online databases and resources 

-Detoxification / Organ systems & protocols  

-Role of activism 

MICRO SUBJECTS:  

-Home Construction / building & flooring materials / air 
flow / paint 

-Living room: carpeting / flooring / furniture / cleaning / 
indoor air quality 

-Bedroom: mattresses / clothing / EMF 

-Bathroom: personal care / cleaners / mold / shower 
curtains / feminine hygiene  

-Kitchen: plastics / pantry foods / fresh foods / pesticides / 
cleaners / water 

-Basement: radon / asbestos / VOC’s  

-Children’s Rooms: baby mattresses / toys / baby personal 
care / clothing 

-Garage: cars / car exhaust / VOC’s 

-Home Garden: soil testing / food gardens / lawn care / 
pest control



SMALL GROUP COACHING & BUSINESS INTENSIVES:  

1 Two-Day Virtual Business Intensive:  
We’ll roll up our sleeves and take a close look at your business - where it now and where you want it to be, and talk 

through what steps to take to get there. The foundation we lay during this intensive will be what you’ll work on in 

our Business Coaching and Integration calls throughout the remainder of the year. 

4 Q&A + COACHING CALLS   
We will continue to strategize and work on your business throughout the course in our Q&A + Coaching calls. Bring 

any business related questions, and you’ll get my undivided attention! 

4 Q&A CALLS + HOT-SEAT CALLS 
Practice using your voice and getting comfortable talking about toxins during our Q&A + Hot-Seat Calls. I ask 

hypothetical questions designed to get you thinking on your feet and get over any anxiety about how to respond to 

questions from your audience.  
 

BUSINESS INTENSIVES 
I’ll share with you some of the most powerful business strategies/tips/resources things I’ve learned that have helped 

me to create a thriving and successful business. This content is dynamic, and is based on what will benefit the group 

at the time of the intensives. 

What’s Included: 



What’s Included: 

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS:  

This course includes EIGHT homework assignments which will test your comprehension of the material as we 
move through the course. They will consist of short answer, paragraph answer and assigned reading based on the 
previous 2 weeks teaching classes.  

Homework will be reviewed and will receive a Excellent/Good/No Pass grading system. On average, homework 

will likely only require 1-2 hours of time. Practitioners must complete all 8 homework assignments, with an 

Excellent or Good grade in order to receive Course Certificate 

 

MONTHLY CURATED NEWS HEADLINE e-DIGEST:  
Stay up to date on environmental toxin issues with a carefully curated e-digest of the more recent and relevant 

news headlines from around the world. These will not only provide you with a constant stream of additional, and 

sometimes breaking news, but can provide you with additional resources and information to share with clients.  

 

PRIVATE FACEBOOK GROUP:  
Our small group gathering place where we can stay connected on business projects and programs, news 

headlines, homework questions, general support, and where we’ll gather “out of class.” 

 

BONUS GUEST EXPERTS & Guest Expert Archive:  
I’ll bring in a guest expert in either business or environmental health and you’ll have access to all the previous 

certificate course bonus expert classes



FULL COURSE DETAILS

Course begins SEPTEMBER 19, 2017 and runs through February, 2018 
Enrollment is limited to 30 Students 

Tuition: $2,495  (or 5 payments of $549) 

• 16 CORE lecture format teaching classes 

• 4 Elective lecture format teaching classes 

• 4 Q&A + Coaching Calls 

• 4 Q&A + Hot Seat Calls 

• 1 Virtual 2-day Business Intensive 

• 2 Mastermind Calls 

• Private Facebook Group 

• Curated Monthly News e-Digest 

• Guest Expert Class + Guest Expert Archive 

• 8 Homework Assignments



Earn CEU Credits!

Successful Completion of the Certificate Course in Environmental Health will earn you 30 CEU’s, enough to 

cover your requirements for the entire year!  



HEAR FROM PAST STUDENTS



Are You In? Let’s Talk! 

I’d love to have you join me in this next class and join the elite ranks of those who have one of 

the best environmental health trainings available.  

This course will be filled on a first come/first served basis, and is limited to 30 students. If this 

program is calling your name, I encourage you to schedule a call with me ASAP!  

Use the link below to schedule a 30 minute conversation with me to see if you’re a good fit. 

CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE YOUR CERTIFICATE COURSE CHECK IN CALL  
calendly.com/laraadler/certificate-course-check-in

I’m deeply passionate about environmental health issues, am thrilled to be able to support 

practitioners in expanding their skill-set, and am excited to get on the phone and chat with you 

about this course!  

Lara Adler     |      Environmental Toxins Expert & Educator    |     Certified Holistic Health Coach     |     www.laraadler.com 

http://calendly.com/laraadler/certificate-course-check-in
https://calendly.com/laraadler/certificate-course-check-in
http://www.laraadler.com

